Beaver Pucketers Win From Huskies By Score Of 5 - 4

Tech Seats Second Victory Over Northeastern This Season

Dick Small Tackles Shot Ballying from a mid-season slump, the Beaver's winning streak was continued on Saturday evening from the Boston Arena. This was the sec-

ond time this year that the Engineers had topped the Huskies; previously the Cardinals and Gray came out on top of the side of a 7 to 6 win in what was the first game of the season for E. L. U.

Opening the scoring in the first period, Lang of Tech was assisted in his tally by a pass from the stick of Kline. The score for the Black and Green pushed the disk past Garnick in his tally by a pass from the stick of Burns. The final score was 4

L. Kites Pole Vault to New Record As Track Team Runs in B.A.A. Meet

Kites finished up with a sterling 51.6 yard dashes. He turned in his quarter in 53.2. Clark Garden, but were nosed out by Prince-

ton and Cornell. Princeton's winning time was 3:28.6. Andy Fogliano led the Medford team is the brother of John Herlihy, Tech track manager.
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